1 ASSOC CITY: LEMOORE 4 STATE: CA LOC ID: NLC
2 AIRPORT NAME: LEMOORE NAS (REEVES FLD) 5 COUNTY: KINGS CA
3 CBD TO AIRPORT (NM): 07 W 6 REGION/ADO: AWP/SFO 7 SECT AERO CHT: SAN FRANCISCO

> 10 OWNERSHIP: NAVY
> 11 OWNER: US NAVY
> 12 ADDRESS: OCEANOGRAPHIC OFC - CODE 3142 WASHINGTON, DC 20373
> 13 PHONE NR: COMMANDING OFFICER
> 14 MANAGER: NAVAL AIR STATION LEMOORE, CA 93245
> 15 ADDRESS: NAVAL AIR STATION LEMOORE, CA 93245
> 16 PHONE NR:
> 17 ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE:

- 70 FUEL:
  - 90 SINGLE ENG: 0
  - 91 MULTI ENG: 0
  - 92 JET: 0
  - 93 HELICOPTERS: 0
  TOTAL: 0

> 80 ARPT BCN:
> 81 ARPT LGT SKED: SEE RMK
> 82 UNICOM:
> 83 WIND INDICATOR:
  - NONE
  - YES

> 90 SINGLE ENG: 0
> 91 MULTI ENG: 0
> 92 JET: 0
> 93 HELICOPTERS: 0
TOTAL: 0

FAA FORM 5010-2 (3/96) SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
FORM APPROVED OMB 2120-0015
PRINT DATE: 9/23/2021
AFD EFF 09/09/2021
FAA SITE NR: 01767.12*A
A 017 FIELD HOURS SUBJECT TO CHANGE VIA NOTAM. SEE FLIP AP/1 SUPPLEMENTARY ARPT RMK FOR HOL SKED.
A 049 RWy 14L OLS
A 049 RWy 14R OLS
A 049 RWy 32L SF, OLS, WAVE-OFF
A 049 RWy 32R OLS
A 081 AVBL ONLY DURING HRS OF OPERATION.
A 081 ROT BCN NOT OPR WHEN ARPT CLSD.
A 110-008 JASU: 2(GTC-85) 2(NC-5) 2(NC-8) 1(NCPP-105).
A 110-009 FUEL: JS.
A 110-010 FLUID: SP PRESAIR OXRB (LOX AVBL 1600-2400Z++ MON-FRI ONLY.)
A 110-011 TRAN ALERT: LTD TRAN SVC/MAINT AVBL DUR ARPT OPR HR. HI-SPEED FUEL LANES NOT AVBL TO TRAN ACFT.
A 110-012 RSTD: PPR DSN 949-1023, C559-998-1023 EXC AIREVAC. CIV ACFT LDG PERMS RQR. PRIOR COORD OR FLT ADVSY RQR FOR AMC AND SKED AIRLIFTS.
24 HR PN RQR FOR ACFT WITH HAZ CARGO.
A 110-013 CAUTION: BIRD HAZ. HI INTS JET OPR 25 NM RAD 0-15,000' MON-FRI. BLACK TOP AREAS ADJ TO TWY AND HGR FOR EROSION CTL ONLY, WILL NOT SUPPORT ACFT.
111 INSPECTOR: ( N ) 112 LAST INSPI: 113 LAST INFO REQ: 08/13/1976
FAA FORM 5010-2 (3/96) SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITION
AIRPORT MASTER RECORD

ASSOC CITY: ***CONTINUED***
AIRPORT NAME: 3 CBD TO AIRPORT (NM):
STATE: CA
COUNTY: FAFA SITE NR: 01767.12*A
REGION/ADO: AWP/SFO
SECT AERO CHT:

GENERAL
10 OWNERSHIP: 70 FUEL:
11 OWNER:
12 ADDRESS:
13 PHONE NR:
14 MANAGER:
15 ADDRESS:
16 PHONE NR:
17 ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE:

SERVICES
18 AIRPORT USE:
19 ARPT LAT:
20 ARPT LONG:
21 ARPT ELEV:
22 ACREAGE:
23 RIGHT TRAFFIC:
24 NON-COMM LANDING:

BASED AIRCRAFT
90 SINGLE ENG:
91 MULTI ENG:
92 JET:
93 HELICOPTERS:
TOTAL:
94 GLIDERS:
95 MILITARY:
96 ULTRA-LIGHT:

FACILITIES
80 ARPT BCN:
81 ARPT LGT SKED:
82 UNICOM:
83 WIND INDICATOR:
84 SEGMENTED CIRCLE:
85 CONTROL TWR:
86 FSS:
87 FSS ON ARPT:
88 FSS PHONE NR:
89 TOLL FREE NR:

RUNWAY DATA
30 RUNWAY INDENT:
31 LENGTH:
32 WIDTH:
33 SURF TYPE-COND:

LIGHTING/APCH AIDS
40 EDGE INTENSITY:
42 RWY MARK TYPE-COND:

OBSTRUCTION DATA
50 FAR 77 CATEGORY:
51 DISPLACED THR:
52 CTLG OBSTN:
53 OBSTN MARKED/LGTD:
54 HGT ABOVE RWY END:
55 DIST FROM RWY END:

FAA FORM 5010-2 (3/96) SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
FORM APPROVED OMB 2120-0015
PRINT DATE: 9/23/2021
AFD EFF 09/09/2021
9/23/2021
09/09/2021

[> ARPT MGR PLEASE ADVISE FSS IN ITEM 86 WHEN CHANGES OCCUR TO ITEMS PRECEDED BY >]

110 REMARKS
A 110-014 TFC PAT: HVY ACFT EXECUTING PRACTICE INST APCH LTD TO LO APCH. REDUCED RWY SEPARATION STD IN EFF USN/USMC ACFT.
A 110-017 OIL: O-128-133-156.
A 110-021 SERVICE LGT - CARRIER DECK LGT RWY 14L AND RWY 32L
A 110-022 MISC: PRIOR COORD REQ FOR PRACTICE INST APCH DSN 949-1099 C559-998-1099.

111 INSPECTOR: ( N )
112 LAST INSPECTION:
113 LAST INFO REQ: